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Patterns, Tables & Equations: 
Using Lesson Study to Improve Algebraic Connections 
Middle school mathematics teachers are faced with the challenge of laying the 
foundation for algebra, geometry and statistics while extending student understanding of 
number sense and operations. Based upon feedback from the textbook analysis 
completed for the Third International Study of Science and Mathematics, three-year 
middle school math programs were developed to engage students in a standards-based, 
problem solving curricula (Huetinck & Mushnin, 2000). One of these standards-based 
programs is the Connected Mathematics Project (CMP) which has been adopted by 
Greece Central School District. In order to utilize this program to its maximum 
potential, a method of professional development known as Japanese lesson study was 
used by my colleague and me to develop and improve our students' understanding of 
algebraic ideas at the th grade level. 
Literature Review 
In this section, literature is reviewed that addresses the Connected Mathematics 
Project and the units that pertain to the algebra strand; the process of Japanese lesson 
study; current understandings of algebra; and the pedagogical content knowledge for 
teaching middle school algebra. 
Connected Mathematics Project 
CMP's curriculum is "devoted to developing student knowledge and 
understanding of mathematics that is rich in connections" (Lappan, Fey, Fizgerald, Friel, 
& Phillips, 1996, p. v). It employs situations that are interesting to adolescents that offer 
opportunities to hypothesize, explore, discuss and generalize patterns and relationships. 
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CMP provides students and teachers with consistency by utilizing the Launch, Explore, 
Summarize, Apply/Extend lesson· design. Teacher editions include an overview of the 
content, learning goals, vocabulary, assessments, additional practice, and teaching notes 
for each investigation. Although the teaching materials offer great assistance in using 
CMP, increased professional development is required for implementing CMP in the 
classroom (R. Reys, B. Reys, Lapan, Holliday, & Wasman, 2003). Intensive teacher 
training prior to teaching the units as well as regular monthly in-services and weekly 
classroom support are critical for program success (Cain, 2002). According to Bay, Reys 
and Reys (1999), teachers also value "observing a teacher using a standards-based 
curriculum in the classroom" (p. 505). 
CMP formally introduces algebra in the 7th grade unit Variables and Patterns and 
linear relationships are explored in Moving Straight Ahead. In 81h grade, students 
continue to build algebraic ideas in Thinking with Mathematical Models (linear and 
nonlinear models), Growing, Growing, Growing (exponential relationships), Frogs, 
Fleas, and Painted Cubes (quadratic relationships), and Say It with Symbols (expressions 
and equations). Concepts and skills for these units are summarized in Table I which can 
be found in Appendix A. 
Japanese Lesson Study 
Lesson study is "a Japanese professional development process that enables 
teachers to systematically examine their practice in order to become more effective 
instructors" (Fernandez & Chokshi, 2002, p. i28). It is different from group/team 
planning or lesson planning because, "it focuses on what teachers want students to learn 
rather than on what teachers plan to teach" (Richardson, 2004, p. 1 ). Lesson study uses 
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several steps to help teachers learn how to improve instruction. The initial steps focus on 
a team of teachers getting together to focus and plan a study lesson. Once the lesson is 
planned, the group observes one of its members teaching the lesson and reflects upon it. 
It is important to note that the reflection is not focused upon the teachers' instruction but 
rather upon the lesson itself. The key component of lesson study is to provide teachers 
with "an opportunity to discuss the content that they are called on to teach and in so 
doing teachers can refine their understanding of this content" (Fernandez & Yoshida, 
2004, p. 222). 
Lesson study benefits teachers by allowing them to "learn a great deal about how 
children tend to understand and approach the content that they study in school" 
(Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004, p. 222) while at the same time influencing teachers' 
general attitude about teaching. Rock and Wilson (2005) found that as opposed to one-
time workshops that had minimal or no follow-up, teachers "experienced professional 
growth as a direct result of their engagement in the on-going, sustained professional work 
oflesson study" (p. 84). Lesson study increases teachers' professional confidence, 
reinforces the value of peer collaboration, and encourages the reading and referencing of 
professional literature. 
What is Algebra? 
In order to prepare for the lesson study process, it is important to research current 
understandings of the pedagogical content of middle school algebra. Usiskin (1988) 
stated that "school algebra has to do with the understanding of' letters' ( . .. variables) and 
their operations" (p. 8). He expanded his definition of algebra by relating conceptions of 
algebra to its purpose and use of variables. Usiskin identified four conceptions of 
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algebra: (a) algebra as generalized arithmetic; (b) algebra as a study of procedures for 
solving certain kinds of problems; ( c) algebra as the study of relationships among 
quantities; and ( d) algebra as the study of structures. 
Saul (2001) defined algebra in a similar manner with three levels of 
understanding. Again, the first level is generalized arithmetic. Saul adds that variables 
are not necessary; instead, algebraic propositions can be stated with words and proved 
geometrically. The second level of algebra "consists, essentially, in turning one's 
attention from the numbers of arithmetic to the binary operations acting on these 
numbers" (p. 40). His final level is familiarity with the algebraic form. Words from a 
personal communication to Saul from I. M. Gelfand clarify this idea: 
Years ago, we thought of arithmetic as dealing with numbers, and algebra dealing 
with letters. But we sometimes use letters as well as number in discussing 
arithmetic. 
A more modern view distinguishes algebra from arithmetic in another 
way. In algebra we let letters represent other letters, and not just numbers. That 
is, a student can learn the algebraic identity A2 -B2 = (A + B)(A- B) and think of 
it as representing such statements as 2499 = 502 - 12 = (50 + I )(50 - 1) = 51 x 49. 
This is an arithmetic statement. But if we let A = x6 and B = y6, the same identity 
can represent the statement x6 - y6 = (x3 + y )( x3 - y). Or we could write 
(cos x)2 - (sin x)2 =(cos x +sin x) (cos x - sin x). And so one algebraic identity 
spawns many others. 
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In mathematical terms, we can say that arithmetic is largely the study of 
the field of rational numbers. Algebra, however, begins with the study of the field 
of rational functions. (pp. 40-41) 
This ability to make abstractions as described by Gelfand is a cognitive tool that can be 
powerful in algebraic, as well as, non-mathematical scenarios. 
Teaching Algebra 
Before preparing a study lesson, teachers must also decide on their approach to 
teaching algebraic content. House (2003) found that "an instructional design approach 
for mathematics learning has been developed (realistic mathematics education) that uses 
context problems to facilitate students' development of applied problem solving 
strategies (Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999)" (p. 77). These experiences allow students to 
rediscover pure mathematics using multiple problem-solving strategies instead of being 
taught a distinct acceptable procedure. The Connected Mathematics Project is this type 
of program. 
Star, Herbel-Eisenmann, and Smith (2000) present a comparison of traditional 
Algebra 1 curricula and algebra introduced in CMP in Table 2 which can be found in 
Appendix A. Table 2 presents the changes they found in algebra instruction and is 
supported by the "contextual problems [in CMP] that describe some realistic and fanciful 
situation" (p. 448). Typical problems in CMP materials are word problems supported by 
a table, graph or equation which students then use to analyze the circumstances. The role 
of practice is also different in CMP. Star et al. found the following: 
CMP problems tend to be longer and have more parts, which means that students 
work on fewer problems in the course of a lesson, both in class and on homework. 
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the situation, a graphical representation may only provide a portion of the problem at 
hand and may be ineffective for answering questions out of the graphs' range 
(Friedlander & Tabach, 2001). 
The final algebraic representation is the most concise and generalized of the 
representations available. In spite of this fact, algebraic representations when used alone 
may cloud the mathematical meaning behind an equation and may make it difficult to 
discern a context within which to look at the problem. Despite their flaws when used 
individually, when multiple representations are used in combination they "can cancel out 
the disadvantages and prove to be an effective tool" (Friedlander & Tabach, 2001 , p. 
174). 
insight: 
Additional research by Coulombe and Berenson (200 I) provides the following 
Providing students with experiences in graphical interpretation, verbal pattern 
description, qualitative graphical construction, and data generation fosters 
students' understanding of essential mathematical concepts such as covariation 
and rate of change. Indeed, the representations become an intellectual tool for 
students' understanding. (p. 171) 
Assessing students' understanding of individual representations, and fluency between 
them, provides teachers with feedback about concepts that have been mastered and which 
ideas are still under construction. 
Two additional considerations should be made in designing algebraic lessons. 
The first is that contextual problems must be designed to ensure that all students have 
entry (Choike, 2000). Language that is open to interpretation, has a level of uncertainty 
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lesson while I observed focusing on the exploration segment of the lesson. We met again 
to reflect and revise out study lesson and reflect upon the lesson study process. 
Results 
The two cycles of reflection and revision streamlined the study lesson and the 
supplementary materials whose final versions can be found in Appendices B and C. 
After the first cycle of teaching the study lesson, the following changes were made: (a) 
use a student friendly example such as a lemonade stand or candy bar fundraiser to define 
and connect the ideas of income, total costs, and profit; (b) utilize pre-printed index cards 
for the terms profit, income, and total costs for creation of a math sentence relating the 
variables; ( c) include a literacy strategy for reading the student textbook for details; ( d) 
record student ideas about patterns and short-cuts exactly as stated (i.e. record both $30 
times number of customers and the number of customers times $30); and ( e) have an · 
extension activity available for students who are able to complete the table of values 
quickly. 
After the second cycle of teaching the study lesson, these additional changes were 
made: (a) collect patterns and short-cuts throughout table generation on strips of 
newsprint; (b) use index cards idea to develop math sentence for total costs; and ( c) 
revise our labsheet to reflect the desired flow of the study lesson. 
Discussion 
One of algebra' s strengths is its multiple representations of which verbal, written 
and tabular were utilized in this study lesson. The lesson started with the real world 
context of operational costs of a bike tour which created sequences of numbers that could 
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be analyzed for patterns and shortcuts. These patterns and shortcuts were later available 
to connect to another representation: symbolic notation. 
Knowledge of the difficulties students would face during this lesson made it 
easier to decided how to introduce the problem as well as how to record evidence of 
student understanding. Although operating a bike tour was a real situation, it was not one 
that of which many students had direct experience. However, most students could relate 
to the annual candy bar sale which raises funds for their school trip. CMP provided the 
facts of the bike tour using language that was clear and concise and chose numbers that 
were friendly to manipulate, therefore allowing entry for all students. 
Allowing students to build their tables and share ideas about patterns and 
shortcuts they found provided ample opportunity to assess student understanding. Some 
students were clearly caught in the recursive nature of the table while others were able to 
jump to relating one variable to the other using multiplication with a unit rate. Collecting 
those ideas before a full class discussion revealed subtle differences such that we were 
able to discuss the commutative property of multiplication. 
The depth of this lesson allowed it to be used for discussions about one-step and 
two-step equations, finding new values using a table or pattern, and the power of patterns 
to create equations for variables that are all dependent on one independent variable. The 
students' phrases were translated to symbols by writing products without omitting the 
multiplication symbol, and then introducing conjoined terms in symbolic representation. 
The lesson study experience in and of itself was rewarding and satisfied the 
professional development need for implementation of CMP. Algebra is challenging for 
many of our students and providing a quality experience that enhanced understanding of 
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algebraic ideas was highly satisfying. Although the lesson study process had its logistical 
challenges of finding time to plan, observe and revise with colleagues, it provided a focus 
on student understanding of big mathematical ideas. Teachers must be willing to commit 
for multiple years to see Japanese lesson study's true benefits for CMP implementation. 
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Appendix A 
Table 1 
Connected Mathematics Project- Algebraic Units 
Grade 7 
Variables and Patterns 
Introducing Algebra 
variables; representations of relationships, 
including tables, graphs, words, and 
symbols 
Moving Straight Ahead 
Linear Relationships 
recognizing and representing linear 
relationships in tables, graphs, words, and 
symbols; solving simple linear equations 
Grade 8 
Thinking with Mathematical Models 
Representing Relationships 
introduction to functions and modeling; 
slope; finding the equation of a line 
Growing, Growing, Growing 
Exponential Relationships 
recognizing and representing exponential 
growth and decay in tables, graphs, words, 
and symbols 
Frogs, Fleas, and Painted Cubes 
Quadratic Relationships 
recognizing and representing quadratic 
functions in tables, graphs, words, and 
symbols 
Say It with Symbols 
Algebraic Reasoning 
equivalent expressions; solving linear and 
simple quadratic equations 
Note. Adapted from "The Connected Mathematics Units," by Connected Mathematics Project, 2002. 
Retrieved April 15, 2006, from http://www.math.rnsu.edu/cmp/Curriculum/Units.htm#Download 
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Table 2 
Essential Differences between Traditional Algebra I and Eighth-Grade CMP 
Element of difference 
Fundamental objects in the 
curriculum 
Typical problems in the 
curriculum 
Typical solution methods 
Traditional Algebra 1 
Equations and symbolic 
expressions 
Solve, factor, multiply 
symbolic expressions or 
verbal statements with 
requests to find a numerical 
value (word problems) 
Complete the correct steps 
in symbolic procedures in 
the correct order 
Role of practice Significant practice on 
particular problem types in 
class and as homework 
Role of technology for Used in balance with 
representing and calculating pencil-and-paper 
computation, which is more 
highly valued 
Elements in a typical lesson Review homework, present 
new content, allow time for 
work on next assignment 
Eighth-Grade CMP 
Functional relationships 
represented in tables, 
graphs, and equations 
Verbal statements that 
include tables, graphs, or 
symbolic expressions with 
requests to find values and 
describe, explain, predict, 
and so on 
Relate verbal statements to 
tables, graphs, or equations; 
compute or manipulate 
representations; interpret 
results verbally 
Similarities between 
problems are less important; 
extended work on fewer, 
more open problems in 
class and as homework 
Supports students' work on 
almost all problems 
More variation across 
lessons; some mix of 
teacher presentation, small-
group work and whole-
group discussion 
Note. From "Algebraic concepts: What's really new in new curricula?" by J. Star, B. Herbel-Eisenmann, 
and J. Smith III, 2000, Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, 5, p. 447. 
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Appendix B 
Study Lesson: Problem 3.4: Paying Bills and Counting Profits 
Unit: Variables and Patterns, Connected Mathematics Project 
Topic: Creating and analyzing patterns of change (linear) 
Time allotted: Two-60 minute periods 
NYS Standards - Patterns/Functions 
Students will: 
• recognize, describe, and generalize a wide variety of patterns and 
functions 
• develop an understanding of functional relationships: that a change in one 
quantity (variable) results in change of another 
• use patterns and functions to represent and solve problems 
Focus Question: How can we use patterns found in tables to calculate new data? 
Materials: 
Problem 3.4 Labsheet 
Problem 3.4 Table 
Calculators 
Magnets 
Teaching/Learning Activities: 
Engage 
Problem 3.3 Transparency 
Problem 3.4 Table Transparency 
3x5 cards with variables and dollar amounts 
Sentence strips, Markers 
Students had Problem 3.3 - "Predicting Profit" for homework. 
Start class by discussing what profit means. Use the example of a lemonade stand or the 
8th grade candy sale. 
Put 3x5 cards on board in no particular order: 
ftotal Cosij ~ncom~ 
Invite students to write a mathematical sentence on the top of their 3 .3 labsheets for how 
to calculate profit. Once students have made a commitment on paper, invite 
students to come to the board to arrange cards and add an operation and equal 
sign. Continually return back to lemonade or candy examples to help students 
make sense of this calculation. Income - Total cost = Profit 
Add more index cards underneath each variable in order to connect this calculation to the 
bike tour context: 
fee per personl 
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Debrief Problem 3. 3: _ 
Pick 3 students each for A and B using Popsicle sticks or stickers on back of chairs. As 
each student presents an answer, ask the student to explain what method was used 
to find the answer. This is also a good opportunity to talk about "easy-to-read" 
points on the graph (points on intersecting grid lines). 
Question C provides an opportunity to introduce students to the term LINEAR 
RELATIONSHIP. Have students write this on their paper. 
Can we use the predictable nature of the linear relationship to determine the profit for 
any number of customers? 
Can you find a shortcut for calculating profit? 
Use question D to plot a new linear relationship on the same graph. 
Move to Investigation 3. 4: 
Hand out Problem 3.4 Labsheet. Return to the 3x5 index card math sentence on the 
board. Have students write down to calculate profit. 
Use the pre-reading strategy on the labsheet before having students read page 40. Use 
read-pair-share or ask one student to read aloud and other students to take notes 
(reflects needs of ELA-8 test). 
Once again, return to the 3x5 cards and add new information: 
~30 perbik~ ~125 per person for food/camPI @700 van rental! 
For problem 3. 4, you are going to complete Sidney's table. 
You are also Pattern Detectives! Use the patterns to find shortcuts for filling in the table. 
As you find patterns, put them on sentence strips and hang them on the board 
Explore 
Distribute Problem 3.4 Table. Students can work independently or in groups. 
Calculators are available for students to use. 
Watch for students who are really struggling. Most will understand recursive or repeated 
addition methods (I add $30 to the last number to get the next number) while only 
a few will see multiplication of rate times number of customers. 
Some students will wiz through this table in a flash! Encourage them to look for patterns 
and shortcuts. You can also ask a group of students to graph Income, Total Cost 
and Profit on the same coordinate plane. 
Once most students have filled in the first four columns (Step I), this would be a good 
time to regroup before moving into Total Cost and Profit columns. 
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Explain 
Discuss bow to calculate Total Cost (use 3x5 cards). Some students will also want to add 
in Income. Using the overhead transparency, bubble around and write in addition 
signs for Bike Rental, Food and Camp Costs, and Van Rental. Model the Total 
Cost calculation for one or two customers. Then discuss the calculation for Profit 
and fill in this column for one or two customers. 
Number of 
Customers 
1 
Income 
$350 
Food and 
Camp Costs Total Cost Profit 
$700 $855 -$505 
Assign the rest of the table for the remainder of class and to be completed for 
homework. Also remind students to look for patterns and answer prompts on 
Labsheet 3.4. 
Elaborate (period 2) 
In their groups, have students check their columns for total cost and profit. Add patterns 
and shortcuts to sentence strips. 
Discuss shortcuts that were found. Collect these shortcuts on chart paper in the exact 
words that students use (i.e. "I multiply the number of customers times 30" and 
"Multiply the bike rental times number of customers"). You will revisit these 
statements and change them into rules with symbols in Investigation 4.3 -
"Calculating Costs and Profits". 
Question 4 on Labsheet 3.4 should generate an important conversation because data for 
25 customers is not on the table. Have students share strategies and calculations 
on the board. Look for calculations that include more than one van and discuss 
how to correct that. Record strategies that work in words on chart paper to be 
used in Investigation 4.3. 
Discuss Problem 3.4 Follow-Up questions on page 41 in the book. 
Evaluate 
Ticket out the door: Calculate all columns for 20 customers. 
Number of Income 
Bike Food and Van Rental Total Cost Profit Customers Rental Camp Costs 
20 
Homework: ACE questions, Page 42, #1-2 
Variables and Patterns 
Investigation 3.4 
How do we calculate profit? 
Pre-read these questions: 
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Appendix C 
Name ___________ ~ 
Date 
-------
Paying Bills and Counting Profits 
1. How much would the trip bring in from each rider? ------------
2. What variable in the prof it calculation does this amount represent?---------
3. How much are the operating costs for each person's bike rental? _________ _ 
4. How much will each person's food and camp costs be? ___________ _ 
5. How much will it cost to rent the van for the trip?------------
6. What variable in the profit calculation do these amounts (3 thru 5) represent? 
Turn to page 40 in your book. 
Read 3.4: Paying Bills and Counting Profits to find the answers. 
Step 1 
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Problem 3.4 - Let's complete Sidney's table! 
Fill in income, bike rental, food and camp costs, and van rental for up to 10 
customers. 
Question 1 What patterns do you see in the columns of your table? 
Question 2 Do you know any shortcuts for calculating the numbers in the columns you have 
filled in so far? 
Step 2 In the first blank column of your table, write the title "Total Cost". 
This will include: 
• Bike Rental 
• Food and Camp costs 
• Van Rental 
Calculate the total cost for up to 10 customers. 
Question 3 How does the total cost change as the number of customer increases? What 
pattern do you see in this column? 
Step 3 In the second blank column of your table, write the title "Profit". 
Complete this column for up to 10 customers. 
** How do we calculate profit??? 
HINT: Look on the other side of this worksheet for a reminder. 
Question 4 What prof it would be earned from a trip with 5 customers? ______ _ 
What profit would be earned from a trip with 10 customers?-------
What profit would be earned from a trip with 25 customers? ______ _ 
How did you calculate your answer for 25 customers? 
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Name ____________ ~ Date 
-------
Using your table and shortcuts discussed in class, fill in the table for 20 customers. 
Number of 
Income Bike Rental Food and Van Rental Total Cost Profit Customers Camp Costs 
20 
Name 
------------~ 
Date 
-------
Using your table and shortcuts discussed in class, fill in the table for 20 customers. 
Number of 
Income Bike Rental Food and Van Rental Total Cost Profit Customers Camp Costs 
20 
Name 
------------~ 
Date 
-------
Using your table and shortcuts discussed in class, fill in the table for 20 customers. 
Number of Income Bike Rental food and Van Rental Total Cost Profit Customers Camp Costs 
20 
Name 
------------~ 
Date 
-------
Using your table and shortcuts discussed in class, fill in the table for 20 customers. 
Number of 
Income Bike Rental Food and Van Rental Total Cost Profit Customers Camp Costs 
20 
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Problem 3.4 Name 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Paying Bills and Counting Profits 
Number of Income Bike Rental Food and Camp Van Rental Customers Costs 
1 $350 $30 $125 $700 
2 $700 $60 $250 $700 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
